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Fig. 1. From le� to right: hardware prototype of CoLux consisting of a bare sensor and a laser diode, experimental setup for micro-motion measurement of
three small objects at macroscopic distances from the sensor, close-up image of the objects captured by a conventional camera (not shown) with motion
arrows (+x , +y , and +z) overlaid, speckle image of the same objects, 3D motion histogram showing microscopic motion modes computed from the speckle
image sequence, example application of CoLux: subtle finger gesture recognition.

We present CoLux, a novel system for measuring micro 3D motion of multiple
independently moving objects at macroscopic stando� distances. CoLux is
based on speckle imaging, where the scene is illuminated with a coherent
light source and imaged with a camera. Coherent light, on interacting with
optically rough surfaces, creates a high-frequency speckle pattern in the
captured images. The motion of objects results in movement of speckle,
which can be measured to estimate the object motion. Speckle imaging is
widely used for micro-motion estimation in several applications, including
industrial inspection, scienti�c imaging, and user interfaces (e.g., optical
mice). However, current speckle imaging methods are largely limited to
measuring 2D motion (parallel to the sensor image plane) of a single rigid
object. We develop a novel theoretical model for speckle movement due
to multi-object motion, and present a simple technique based on global
scale-space speckle motion analysis for measuring small (5-50 microns)
compound motion of multiple objects, along all three axes. Using these
tools, we develop a method for measuring 3D micro-motion histograms
of multiple independently moving objects, without tracking the individual
motion trajectories. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of CoLux, we
develop a hardware prototype and a proof-of-concept subtle hand gesture
recognition system with a broad range of potential applications in user
interfaces and interactive computer graphics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to measure extremely small non-rigid or multi-object
motion has a wide range of applications, from biological cell imag-
ing [Godinez and Rohr 2015], to hand-gesture recognition [Lien
et al. 2016] for user interfaces. Measuring such micro-motions at
macroscopic stand-o� distances is generally not possible with con-
ventional cameras and vision systems without using sophisticated
optics. Furthermore, measuring multi-object or non-rigid motion is
fundamentally more challenging than tracking a single object due
to the considerably higher number of degrees of freedom, especially
if the objects are devoid of texture.

We propose CoLux, a novel micro-motion measurement tech-
nique based on speckle imaging. Coherent light, on interacting
with optically rough objects, creates a high-frequency speckle pat-
tern. An example is shown in Fig. 1. Motion of the objects results
in movement of the speckle pattern, and, given only the moving
speckle pattern, it is possible to estimate the object motions. Previ-
ous speckle-based motion estimation techniques have been limited
to single-body rigid motion estimation [Gregory 1978; Jacquot and
Rastogi 1979; Jakobsen et al. 2012; Zalevsky et al. 2009], or sensor
ego-motion estimation [Jo et al. 2015; Zizka et al. 2011]. Further-
more, most previous techniques are largely restricted to measuring
2D lateral motion (parallel to the sensor plane). Although some
techniques [García et al. 2008; Jakobsen et al. 2012; Jo et al. 2015;
Zizka et al. 2011] can measure axial motion, the motion sensitivity
along the axial direction is 1-2 order of magnitude lower than that
of lateral motion.

Multi-object motion analysis via bare sensor speckle imaging: In
designing CoLux, our goal is to measure the motions of multiple
independently moving objects with high <50 µm (microns) sensitivity
along all three spatial dimensions (we assume the dominant motion
of the objects to be translation, e.g., small cells moving in a medium,
or �nger tips performing a subtle gesture). The motion sensitivity
of a speckle imaging system is directly proportional to the amount
of sensor defocus. Our goal is to measure micro-motions. Therefore,
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Light �elds are a powerful concept in computational imaging and a mainstay
in image-based rendering; however, so far their acquisition required either
carefully designed and calibrated optical systems (micro-lens arrays), or
multi-camera/multi-shot settings. Here, we show that fully calibrated light
�eld data can be obtained from a single ordinary photograph taken through
a partially wetted window. Each drop of water produces a distorted view on
the scene, and the challenge of recovering the unknown mapping from pixel
coordinates to refracted rays in space is a severely underconstrained problem.
The key idea behind our solution is to combine ray tracing and low-level
image analysis techniques (extraction of 2D drop contours and locations
of scene features seen through drops) with state-of-the-art drop shape sim-
ulation and an iterative re�nement scheme to enforce photo-consistency
across features that are seen in multiple views. This novel approach not
only recovers a dense pixel-to-ray mapping, but also the refractive geometry
through which the scene is observed, to high accuracy. We therefore antici-
pate that our inherently self-calibrating scheme might also �nd applications
in other �elds, for instance in materials science where the wetting properties
of liquids on surfaces are investigated.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Computational pho-
tography; 3D imaging; Reconstruction; Physical simulation;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Plenoptic imaging, inverse rendering,
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1 INTRODUCTION
Light �elds [Gortler et al. 1996; Levoy and Hanrahan 1996] describe
light leaving a scene on a ray-by-ray basis. They do not only form
the foundation of image-based rendering, but have also been shown
to facilitate the solution of long-standing vision problems such as
depth estimation. For the capture of light �elds, few commercial
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solutions are available; to this day, 2D imagers by far dominate
the market. The de�ning component of a light �eld imager is an
optical and/or mechanical system that maps the 4D space of rays
onto the 2D sensor plane. Most such systems are carefully designed
to trade between spatial and angular resolution, and to achieve op-
timal overall imaging performance by maximizing light e�ciency
and sharpness while avoiding cross-talk and aliasing, all under the
given design constraints. On the other end of the scale are “casual”
or “random” light �eld cameras that use every-day re�ective or
refractive objects [Wender et al. 2015] or randomized optical ele-
ments [Antipa et al. 2016; Fergus et al. 2006]. They replace careful
optical design by exhaustive calibration of the pixel-to-ray mapping.
Here, we take this idea of exploiting low-end optical devices for
integral imaging a signi�cant step further. By focusing on a par-
ticular, but very common, optical scenario (a window wetted by
water drops), we can make extensive use of domain knowledge and
physical simulation to greatly facilitate the calibration process. The
result is a heterogeneous pipeline that comprises low-level image
analysis steps for drop segmentation and feature detection, drop
shape simulation to recover the refractive geometry, and a custom
bundle adjustment scheme to re�ne the estimated geometry. With
that, our work for the �rst time enables both the calibration of a
dense pixel-to-ray mapping and the acquisition of a light �eld from
a single input image taken through a wetted window.

We consider the following to be our key contributions:

• We propose the use of physical simulation to facilitate the calibra-
tion of a-priori unknown imaging systems; in particular, liquid
drops as optics for light �eld imaging.

• We introduce a pipeline for ray-space calibration and the extrac-
tion of light �eld data from a single input image. It combines
simple image analysis steps with drop shape simulation, an algo-
rithm for matching and re�nement of 2D features, and a custom
bundle adjustment scheme to jointly estimate a cloud of sparse
3D features and re�ne the estimated drop geometry.

• We experimentally validate our pipeline on a selection of static
and dynamic scenes.

• Finally, for lack of experimental ground truth data, we evaluate
the accuracy of our ray-space calibration and the recovered 3D
water drop geometries using synthetic experiments.

2 RELATED WORK
Before we explain our method in detail, we will start by discussing
existing works that served as a source of inspiration for our work.
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Fig. 1. Using a rainbow color-coded PIV setup in combination with a hybrid diffractive/refractive camera optics(left) we can encode 3D particle positions in
fluid flows into a single camera image, while keeping all particles in focus simultaneously (center). From a sequence of such images, the 3D particle positions
and the dense fluid vector field can be reconstructed using an optimization-based approach. The vector field is represented as a regular grid covering the
entire flow volume, and can be visualized by showing the path lines of new (synthetic) particles (right).

Despite significant recent progress, dense, time-resolved imaging of complex,

non-stationary 3D flow velocities remains an elusive goal. In this work we

tackle this problem by extending an established 2D method, Particle Imaging

Velocimetry, to three dimensions by encoding depth into color. The encoding

is achieved by illuminating the flow volume with a continuum of light planes

(a “rainbow”), such that each depth corresponds to a specific wavelength of

light. A diffractive component in the camera optics ensures that all planes are

in focus simultaneously. With this setup, a single color camera is sufficient

for tracking 3D trajectories of particles by combining 2D spatial and 1D

color information.

For reconstruction, we derive an image formation model for recovering

stationary 3D particle positions. 3D velocity estimation is achieved with a

variant of 3D optical flow that accounts for both physical constraints as well

as the rainbow image formation model. We evaluate our method with both

simulations and an experimental prototype setup.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Computer graphics; 3D
imaging; Motion capture;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fluid capture is an active research area in computer graphics. Recent

works include efforts to image phenomena such as flames [Hasi-

noff and Kutulakos 2007; Ihrke and Magnor 2004], smoke [Gu et al.

2013; Hawkins et al. 2005], transparent hot air flows [Atcheson

et al. 2008], and fluid mixtures [Gregson et al. 2012]. While these

methods recover dense volumetric reconstructions, they only yield

independent scalar fields of the density of the respective phenome-

non at each time step. To fully characterize the 3D flow and open

up applications beyond simple play-back, 3D velocity fields need

to be recovered as well. While there have been efforts to recover

velocities from the captured scalar fields through optical flow-style

approaches, these attempts have been limited by the relatively small

amount of high-frequency texture in the recovered data [Gregson

et al. 2014].

Fluid imaging has many significant applications in scientific and

engineering fields such as combustion research, design of airplanes

and underwater vehicles, and development of artificial heart valves.

Since 3D unsteady flows and turbulence are very common in such

domains, the main task of the fluid imaging is to allow probing

the fluid motions over a range of length scales. In other words, the

ultimate goal is to be able to obtain 3D dense measurements of the

three components of the velocity vector, known as 3D-3C.
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Many algorithms on meshes require the minimization of composite objec-

tives, i.e., energies that are compositions of simpler parts. Canonical examples

include mesh parameterization and deformation. We propose a second order

optimization approach that exploits this composite structure to efficiently

converge to a local minimum.

Our main observation is that a convex-concave decomposition of the

energy constituents is simple and readily available in many cases of practical

relevance in graphics. We utilize such convex-concave decompositions to

define a tight convex majorizer of the energy, which we employ as a convex
second order approximation of the objective function. In contrast to existing

approaches that largely use only local convexification, our method is able to

take advantage of a more global view on the energy landscape. Our experi-

ments on triangular meshes demonstrate that our approach outperforms the

state of the art on standard problems in geometry processing, and potentially

provide a unified framework for developing efficient geometric optimization

algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mesh processing tasks in computer graphics, including deforma-

tion and parameterization, are often cast as nonlinear minimization

problems of the general form:

min

x
f (x) (1)

Active research effort is dedicated to develop numerical optimization

methods for the solution of such problems, taking advantage of the

known context, e.g., the geometric structure of the problem.

Existing optimization algorithms typically produce a sequence of

approximations, xn , designed to converge to a solution of (1). To

this end, most approaches use, either explicitly or implicitly, a local

quadratic approximation of the objective function: they construct

an osculating convex quadric to f at xn , whose minimization de-

termines the next approximation xn+1. From this point of view, the
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Fig. 1. Deforming a bar using different methods for minimizing the sym-
metric ARAP energy. In this example, we first deform the bar into a bent
position (left); constrained points are highlighted in blue. We then measure
the energy as we release the bar and let it reach its rest pose. The figure
shows a snapshot of the state each method achieved at the time marked on
the graph. Our Composite Majorization (CM-ours) converges faster than
Projected Newton [Teran et al. 2005], SLIM [Rabinovich et al. 2017] and
AQP [Kovalsky et al. 2016].

difference between the various methods lies in the particular choice

of an osculating quadric, or more precisely, the choice of its Hessian.
The archetypal Newton algorithm [Lange 2013; Nocedal and

Wright 2006] uses the Hessian of f itself to define the osculating

quadric. For strictly convex functions, this leads to a well-defined

algorithm with quadratic order of convergence. For non-convex

functions, however, the Hessian is often indefinite and thus New-

ton’s algorithm is no longer guaranteed to be a descent algorithm.

Several general heuristics exist on how to modify Newton’s Hessian

so as to force it into being positive semidefinite. Unfortunately, there

is no clear generic strategy for such modification that works well in

all, or even most cases. Consequently, generic algorithms are usu-

ally satisfied with just finding some decent direction, and Newton’s

desirable convergence rates are often not attained in practice.

In computer graphics, a specific effort is dedicated to developing

efficient optimization algorithms for objective functions defined on

meshes. These algorithms take advantage of the particular structure

of the energies used in geometry processing and introduce, albeit

sometimes implicitly, a convex osculating quadric used to determine

their iterations. For instance, [Kovalsky et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2008;

Sorkine and Alexa 2007] essentially replace the Hessian with the

mesh Laplacian, [Liu et al. 2016] further use low-rank quasi-Newton

updates to better approximate the Hessian, and [Rabinovich et al.

2017] reweigh the Laplacian to improve the effectiveness of their

iterations. These are all first order methods, meaning they do not

directly use second order derivatives of the energy, and therefore

generally fail to achieve high convergence rate, particularly as they

approach convergence.

Our goal is to devise a second order optimization approach appli-

cable to a generic class of composite nonlinear energies in computer

graphics; namely, we are concerned with objective functions that

can be represented as the composition of simpler functions. Our
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We introduce an e�cient computational method for generating dense and

low distortion maps between two arbitrary surfaces of same genus. Instead

of relying on semantic correspondences or surface parameterization, we

directly optimize a variance-minimizing transport plan between two in-

put surfaces that de�nes an as-conformal-as-possible inter-surface map

satisfying a user-prescribed bound on area distortion. The transport plan

is computed via two alternating convex optimizations, and is shown to

minimize a generalized Dirichlet energy of both the map and its inverse.

Computational e�ciency is achieved through a coarse-to-�ne approach in

di�usion geometry, with Sinkhorn iterations modi�ed to enforce bounded

area distortion. The resulting inter-surface mapping algorithm applies to

arbitrary shapes robustly, with little to no user interaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Finding a map between two surfaces is a recurring task in geome-

try processing, required by a wide range of applications including

shape matching, template �tting, attribute and animation transfer,

shape completion, blending, morphing, and remeshing. It consists

in establishing a meaningful correspondence map between two in-

put surfaces, and has been referred to as inter-surface mapping

[Schreiner et al. 2004], cross-parameterization [Kraevoy and She�er

2004], consistent parameterization [Asirvatham et al. 2005], and

shape alignment in the graphics literature.

If the two surfaces are isometric, e�cient algorithms exist to

automatically �nd a locally isometric map between these shapes.

When the two surfaces belong to the same speci�c class of shapes,

maps based on semantic correspondences (where semantic features

in one shape are associated to the corresponding features in the

other shape) can also be constructed [van Kaick et al. 2011]; recently,

approaches that learn what a user considers to be good correspon-

dences have even been proposed [Boscaini et al. 2016]. However, in
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Fig. 1. Inter-surface mapping. Our approach generates a dense, low-
distortion correspondence map between non-isometric surfaces through a
geometrically-derived transport map minimizing local variances of associ-
ated neighborhoods. Only two user-defined constraints were prescribed in
these models, at the tip of diametrically opposed limbs. Colors are used to
indicate correspondences between all these models.

most practical cases where shapes di�er signi�cantly, there is no uni-

versal consensus on what de�nes the best correspondence map. In

this more challenging case of arbitrary inputs, one typically invokes

a geometric prior instead, such as conformality or area-preservation,

to narrow down the type of suitable maps to seek.

In this paper we propose a computational approach for generat-

ing inter-surface maps that are bijective and have some degree of

continuity, i.e., small neighborhoods should map to bounded neigh-

borhoods. Our method involves the optimization of a transport

map between the two surfaces, which de�nes an as-conformal-as-

possible point-to-point map with bounded area distortion. These

resulting geometric properties make our inter-surface maps partic-

ularly useful to subsequent geometry processing.

1.1 Previous Work
Previous geometric approaches can be classi�ed by the type of

mapping (point-to-point vs. soft), its properties (bijective, locally

injective), its measure of distortion (isometric, conformal) and the

optimization strategy employed to �nd the mappings. We review

the most relevant approaches next.

Embedding spaces. When dealing with near isometric maps, a

practical way to simplify matching is to embed the input manifolds

into some target space in such a way that corresponding points of

di�erent isometric shapes are mapped to nearby points in the target

space. A popular way of building such embeddings is to use spec-

tral geometry [Bronstein et al. 2006; Gallot et al. 1994; Shtern and

Kimmel 2015; Vestner et al. 2017]. Another approach in this family

of methods use a common template mesh as embedding space. The

base domain is often chosen to be a coarse mesh obtained [Schreiner

et al. 2004] through mesh decimation , or using overlapping domains

[Kraevoy and She�er 2004] bounded by consistent paths connecting
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Regularized Kelvinlets:
Sculpting Brushes based on Fundamental Solutions of Elasticity
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Fig. 1. Regularized Kelvinlets: Examples of expressions generated by regularized Kelvinlets, a novel approach for sculpting that provides space deformations
with real-time feedback and interactive volume control based on closed-form analytical solutions of linear elasticity. ©Disney/Pixar

We introduce a new technique for real-time physically based volume sculpt-
ing of virtual elastic materials. Our formulation is based on the elastic re-
sponse to localized force distributions associated with common modeling
primitives such as grab, scale, twist, and pinch. The resulting brush-like
displacements correspond to the regularization of fundamental solutions
of linear elasticity in in�nite 2D and 3D media. These deformations thus
provide the realism and plausibility of volumetric elasticity, and the inter-
activity of closed-form analytical solutions. To �nely control our elastic
deformations, we also construct compound brushes with arbitrarily fast
spatial decay. Furthermore, pointwise constraints can be imposed on the
displacement �eld and its derivatives via a single linear solve. We demon-
strate the versatility and e�ciency of our method with multiple examples of
volume sculpting and image editing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital sculpting is a core component in modeling and animation
packages, e.g., ZBrush, Scultpris, MudBox, Maya, or Modo. While
purely geometric approaches are commonplace for shape editing,
physically based deformers have long been sought to provide a
more natural and e�ective sculpting tool for digital artists. However,
existing physics-driven methods tend to have practical impediments
for interactive design: they are inherently slow due to the need to
numerically solve equations of the underlying discrete deformation
model, and also involve tedious setup steps such as volumetric
meshing, boundary condition speci�cation, or preprocessing to
accelerate the simulation.

In this paper, we introduce a novel sculpting tool that o�ers inter-
active and physically plausible deformations. Our approach is based
on the regularization of the fundamental solutions to the equations
of linear elasticity for speci�c brush-like forces (e.g., grab, twist,
pinch) applied to a virtual in�nite elastic space. Since the fundametal
solutions of linear elasticity for singular loads are known as Kelvin-
lets [Phan-Thien and Kim 1994], we refer to our new solutions as
regularized Kelvinlets. This formulation leads to analytical closed-
form expressions, thus making our method free of any geometric
discretization, computationally intensive solve, or large memory
requirement. Instead, our brush-like deformations can be rapidly
evaluated on the �y for sculpting sessions, with interactive con-
trol of the volume compression of the elastic material (Figure 1).
To address the typical long-range fallo�s of the fundamental so-
lutions, we present a multi-scale extrapolation scheme that builds
compound brushes with arbitrarily fast decay, thereby enabling
highly localized edits. For more specialized control, we also propose
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Fig. 1. Locomotion skills learned using hierarchical reinforcement learning. (a) Following a varying-width winding path. (b) Dribbling a soccer ball. (c)
Navigating through obstacles.

Learning physics-based locomotion skills is a di�cult problem, leading
to solutions that typically exploit prior knowledge of various forms. In
this paper we aim to learn a variety of environment-aware locomotion
skills with a limited amount of prior knowledge. We adopt a two-level
hierarchical control framework. First, low-level controllers are learned that
operate at a �ne timescale and which achieve robust walking gaits that
satisfy stepping-target and style objectives. Second, high-level controllers
are then learned which plan at the timescale of steps by invoking desired
step targets for the low-level controller. The high-level controller makes
decisions directly based on high-dimensional inputs, including terrain maps
or other suitable representations of the surroundings. Both levels of the
control policy are trained using deep reinforcement learning. Results are
demonstrated on a simulated 3D biped. Low-level controllers are learned for
a variety of motion styles and demonstrate robustness with respect to force-
based disturbances, terrain variations, and style interpolation. High-level
controllers are demonstrated that are capable of following trails through
terrains, dribbling a soccer ball towards a target location, and navigating
through static or dynamic obstacles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Physics-based simulations of human skills and human movement
have long been a promising avenue for character animation, but it
has been di�cult to develop the needed control strategies. While
the learning of robust balanced locomotion is a challenge by itself,
further complexities are added when the locomotion needs to be
used in support of tasks such as dribbling a soccer ball or navigating
among moving obstacles. Hierarchical control is a natural approach
towards solving such problems. A low-level controller (LLC) is de-
sired at a �ne timescale, where the goal is predominately about
balance and limb control. At a larger timescale, a high-level con-
troller (HLC) is more suitable for guiding the movement to achieve
longer-term goals, such as anticipating the best path through obsta-
cles. In this paper, we leverage the capabilities of deep reinforcement
learning (RL) to learn control policies at both timescales. The use
of deep RL allows skills to be de�ned via objective functions, while
enabling for control policies based on high-dimensional inputs, such
as local terrain maps or other abundant sensory information. The
use of a hierarchy enables a given low-level controller to be reused
in support of multiple high-level tasks. It also enables high-level
controllers to be reused with di�erent low-level controllers.

Our principal contribution is to demonstrate that environment-
aware 3D bipedal locomotion skills can be learned with a limited
amount of prior structure being imposed on the control policy. In
support of this, we introduce the use of a two-level hierarchy for
deep reinforcement learning of locomotion skills, with both levels
of the hierarchy using an identical style of actor-critic algorithm. To
the best of our knowledge, we demonstrate some of the most capable
dynamic 3D walking skills for model-free learning-based methods,
i.e., methods that have no direct knowledge of the equations of
motion, character kinematics, or even basic abstract features such
as the center of mass, and no a priori control-speci�c feedback
structure. Our method comes with its own limitations, which we
also discuss.
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Fig. 1. A selection of results using our method of character control to traverse rough terrain: the character automatically produces appropriate and expressive
locomotion according to the real-time user control and the geometry of the environment.

We present a real-time character control mechanism using a novel neural
network architecture called a Phase-Functioned Neural Network. In this
network structure, the weights are computed via a cyclic function which
uses the phase as an input. Along with the phase, our system takes as input
user controls, the previous state of the character, the geometry of the scene,
and automatically produces high quality motions that achieve the desired
user control. The entire network is trained in an end-to-end fashion on a
large dataset composed of locomotion such as walking, running, jumping,
and climbing movements fitted into virtual environments. Our system can
therefore automatically produce motions where the character adapts to
different geometric environments such as walking and running over rough
terrain, climbing over large rocks, jumping over obstacles, and crouching
under low ceilings. Our network architecture produces higher quality results
than time-series autoregressive models such as LSTMs as it deals explicitly
with the latent variable of motion relating to the phase. Once trained, our
system is also extremely fast and compact, requiring only milliseconds of
execution time and a few megabytes of memory, even when trained on
gigabytes of motion data. Our work is most appropriate for controlling
characters in interactive scenes such as computer games and virtual reality
systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Producing real-time data-driven controllers for virtual characters
has been a challenging task even with the large amounts of readily
available high quality motion capture data. Partially this is because
character controllers have many difficult requirements which must
be satisfied for them to be useful - they must be able to learn from
large amounts of data, they must not require much manual pre-
processing of data, and they must be extremely fast to execute at
runtime with low memory requirements. While a lot of progress has
been made in this field almost all existing approaches struggle with
one or more of these requirements which has slowed their general
adoption.

The problem can be evenmore challengingwhen the environment
is composed of uneven terrain and large obstacles which require
the character to perform various stepping, climbing, jumping, or
avoidance motions in order to follow the instruction of the user. In
this scenario a framework which can learn from a very large amount
of high dimensional motion data is required since there are a large
combination of different motion trajectories and corresponding
geometries which can exist.

Recent developments in deep learning and neural networks have
shown some promise in potentially resolving these issues. Neural
networks are capable of learning from very large, high dimensional
datasets and once trained have a low memory footprint and fast
execution time. The question now remains of exactly how neural
networks are best applied to motion data in a way that can produce
high quality output in real time with minimal data processing.
Previously some success has been achieved using convolutional

models such as CNNs [Holden et al. 2016, 2015], autoregressive mod-
els such as RBMs [Taylor and Hinton 2009], and RNNs [Fragkiadaki
et al. 2015]. CNN models perform a temporally local transformation
on each layer, progressively transforming the input signal until the
desired output signal is produced. This structure naturally lends
itself to an offline, parallel style setup where the whole input is
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Fig. 1. Two paths (green and blue arrows) to the top hold in a bouldering problem, as discovered by our method. Compared to previous work, we are not
limited to only moving one limb at a time or having the climber’s hands and feet on predefined climbing holds; limbs can also hang free for balance, or use the
wall for friction. The dashed rectangles highlight the one-to-many mapping from stances (assignments of holds to limbs) to climber states.

This paper addresses the problem of offline path and movement planning
for wall climbing humanoid agents. We focus on simulating bouldering, i.e.
climbing short routes with diverse moves, although we also demonstrate
our system on a longer wall. Our approach combines a graph-based high-
level path planner with low-level sampling-based optimization of climbing
moves. Although the planning problem is complex, our system produces
plausible solutions to bouldering problems (short climbing routes) in less
than a minute. We further utilize a k-shortest paths approach, which enables
the system to discover alternative paths – in climbing, alternative strategies
often exist, and what might be optimal for one climber could be impossible
for others due to individual differences in strength, flexibility, and reach. We
envision our system could be used, e.g. in learning a climbing strategy, or as
a test and evaluation tool for climbing route designers. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to solve and simulate rich humanoid wall
climbing, where more than one limb can move at the same time, and limbs
can also hang free for balance or use wall friction in addition to predefined
holds.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Path/motion planning is crucial in many applications [Hoy et al.
2015; Rastgoo et al. 2014]. Motion planning for climbing humanoid
agents is an intricate problem, and its applications vary from search-
and-rescue in robotics [Bretl 2006] to simulation of virtual humanoid
agent in computer games [Libeau et al. 2009]. Its difficulty arises
from the high number of degrees of freedom (DoF) of the human
body as well as the long planning horizon required. Even the low-
level short horizon problem of fully physically based humanoid
balancing while reaching for an object in any direction is a com-
plex one, and efficient controllers for such tasks have only recently
emerged [Hämäläinen et al. 2015; Jain et al. 2009; Tassa et al. 2014].
Planning a sequence of such complex movements is still to a large ex-
tent an unsolved problem. In climbing, one must consider collisions
of the agent with the wall and itself as well as stability of balance;
when switching holds, the agent may swing around or even fall.
Finally, we are striving for physically plausible movement, i.e., using
limited forces and torques that further constrain the movements.

In previous work, a variety of simplifications have been utilized.
In his work on multi-limbed climbing robots, Bretl [2006] consid-
ered only 2 DoF per limb, and the robot’s motions are planned in
its configuration space and dynamically instable configurations are
not allowed, which admits for a closed-form solution for the robot’s
configuration given its center and end effector positions. To imple-
ment human-like motions, we also need to consider full humanoid
body dynamics, and since a closed form solution does not exist,
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